. In addition, the branch locus B of h is a reduced curve of degree eight and the singular locus Sing B consists of points of multiplicity < 3 except for at most one "simple quadruple point".
Introduction
This is a succession of the previous paper [9] . We work over an algebraically closed field fe of characteristic zero. Let V be a nonsingular projective surface defined over fe. If V is a minimal surface of general type, we have the following inequality due to M. Noether:
This inequality, together with the Noether formula 12%((9 V ) = c±(V) 2 + c 2 (V\ Implies the following inequality:
The first (resp. second) Inequality Is called, In the present article, the first (resp. second) Noether Inequality. A surface V is said to lie on the first (resp. second) Noether line if the first (resp. second) Noether inequality becomes an equality. The surfaces lying on Noether lines were studied by Horikawa [4] and [5] .
In [9] , we extended the first Noether Inequality to the case of a minimal logarithmic surface of general type (see the Definition below). In the present article, we shall give a second Noether inequality for logarithmic surfaces of general type and classify those surfaces lying on the first or second Noether line. It Is not, however, straightforward to derive a second Noether inequality from the first one as In the complete case, since we can not make avail of a formula corresponding to the Noether formula.
Let V be a nonsingular projective surface and let D be a reduced, effective divisor on V with only simple normal crossings. Such a pair (V, D) is called a logarithmic surface (log surface, for short). We denote by K v the canonical divisor of V. 2 > 0. Semi-stable curves on surfaces were studied by [8] . The definition of minimal log surface of general type given In [9] is more general and include the case where D is a Q-divisor. (1) 0 is a morphism.
(2) 0| C) contracts D to points. (3) // D is not contracted to points by @ then W is a cone of degree N -I in P N . (4) Suppose D is contracted to points by &. Let B be the branch locus of 0. Then B ~ 2F where F := H -K w for a general member H of \ri*0^(\)\ 9 and h: Y ->W is the double covering defined by a relation G(B) = (9(F)®
2 .
From §2, we assume always that (F, D) is a minimal log surface of general type. Then F is a minimal resolution of Y in the case of Theorem A, (4) (cf. Lemma 1.4 The above result, together with the inequality (c\) < 3c 2 proved by Sakai [8; Theorem 7.6] , gives an effective restriction on the region of non-complete algebraic surfaces V -D of general type to exist.
In order to find an inequality of the form (c\) > yc 2 + 8 as above with two rational numbers 7 ( > 0) and d, it is not sufficient to assume only K v + D is nef and big and it is necessary to assume (F, D) is minimal as defined above. More precisely, we prove:
With the same hypotheses as in Theorem C, assume further that p g > 3 and \K V + D| is not composed with a pencil. Then the following two assertions hold.
(1) (c 2 )>ic 2 -2. Remark. More properties of the log surface (V 9 D) fitting the first case (resp. second case) of (2) are given in Lemma 3.6 (resp. 3.7). A log surface (F, D) fitting the case (3-1) (resp. (3-2)) is a log surface treated in Theorem B where 7* = V (resp. 7* is the blowing-up of the minimal surface V with a nonsingular point of D as the center) and we refer to Proposition 2.6 and its Remark for the existence of such log surfaces.
We shall fix the following terminology and notations. Let F be a nonsingular projective surface. If £ is a nonsingular rational curve on F with 
The author would like to thank Professor M. Miyanishi for constant encouragement during the preparation of the article and thank Professor S. Tsunoda for valuable discussion. He would also like to thank the referee for valuable suggestions that make the article more readable. § 1. The Case where p g = =(cl) + 2
In the present section, we shall consider log surfaces (F, D) of general type satisfying the condition (cf. Theorem TZ in the Introduction):
is a morphism of degree two onto a normal, rational surface W of degree N -1, where C is a general member of \K V + D\.
Actually, the above surfaces W were completely classified (cf. Nagata [7; Theorem?] ). Note that (c 2 ) = (C 2 ) = 2(N -1). Let ^: W -> f^ be a minimal resolution. We put rj = id if FF is nonsingular. Let H be a general member of |flV(l)| and set H = i/*H. Then C ~ #,£|(H). Suppose W^P 2 . Then FF = 2r e , a Hirzebruch surface of degree e. We let TC: Z e -»P 1 be a P^fibration and L a general fiber of n. If W is nonsingular then 0 < N -e -3 = 0 (mod 2) and H -M e + ^(JV + e -l)L.
Suppose W is singular. Then e = N -1 > 2 and rj is just the contraction of the minimal section We end this section by proving Theorem A in the Introduction. Suppose D is not contracted to points by 0. Then W is a singular surface. So, W is a cone of degree N -1 in P^ (see the argument at the beginning of § 1). Theorem A, (3) is then proved. The assertions (1), (2) and (4) 
. §2. Canonical Resolutions
In the present section, we shall consider those double coverings which appeared in Theorem A, (4). We shall fix the following notations.
Let W be a surface of degree N -1 in P N , which is not contained in any hyperplane. Then W is normal and rational. Let r\\W-+W be a minimal resolution. Let H be a general member of |?7*$^(1)|.
Suppose W ^ P Proof. By the abuse of notation, we denote by the same letter E t the total transform on W* of the (-l)-curve E t . 
Using the projection formula, we then obtain H 0 (7*,7*a*H) ^ H°(^*, d*H) ^ H°(fy, %(!)). Therefore, h°(y*, K Y * + 7) = h°(»T, %(!)) and <fv r . + r , = 0,^^, o rj o ff o y . We can also easily show that ^\o w (^\ is a closed embedding of W into P N . Then (2) follows because the fact (H 2 ) = N -1 implies the second equality in (2). Since H is nef and big, so is K Y * + T. Note that ff#y*T = 2^E?^([m,/2]-l)F m =0. Hence ^r. +rr r = 0 and (K y , + T, T) = 0. The assertion (3) is proved.
We shall give a sufficient condition for 7c(7*) > 0. 
we can obtain ft°(7*, A) = 1 + h°(A 9 A IA ) and the following:
Since h°(Y* 9 K Y * -A) = fc°(F*, -T) = 0 and since x(0 y *)
, we obtain H\Y* 9 A) = 0. This proves (2).
Definition 2.4 Let T be a reduced, effective divisor on a nonsingular surface W and let P be a singular point of T with multiplicity four. Let <r.W'-*W be the blowing-up of the point P and set E := a~1(P). Then P is said to be a simple quadruple point of T if the following two conditions are satisfied.
(
1) Each point Q of E n o'(T) is a smooth or double point of a'(T).
(2) If geEna'CF) is a double point of tj'(T), then either at least one tangent of a'(T) at Q is different from that of E or the point Q of a'(T) is an ordinary cusp with E as its tangent.
We shall consider when pairs (7*, T) treated in Lemma 2.3 satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem A. In view of Lemma 2.2, it is equivalent to asking when T is a reduced, effective divisor with only simple normal crossings. A sufficient condition will be found in the following Proposition 2.5. More precisely, we shall give a relationship between the configuration of T and that of B b near a quadruple point. ( 
T is an elliptic curve or a loop of nonsingular rational curves.
We shall use the following notations in the Table 1 . Set F:= y*(cr b+2 ...a n )'E b+l and A := T -F. We give a decomposition into irreducible components: F = £| =1 F i9 A = £J =1 4r Then s = 1 or 2, and A is void or consists of one or two chains of ( -2)-curves. More precisely, one of the following five cases occurs:
Case (2-1). T = F, T is an irreducible curve with p a (T) = I and (T 2 ) = -2, and T is one of the types / 2 , / 2 and / 2 .
Case (2-2). T = F, T consists of exactly two (-3)-curves F 1 and F 2 with (7~i, F 2 ) = 2, and T is one of the types J 3 3 and J 3)3 .
Case (2) (3) . F is a ( -4)-curve, A is a chain and T is one of the types /4,2<, /4. 2 (*=1) and /; i22 (t = 2).
Case (2) (3) (4) . F is a chain with two (-3)-curves, A is a chain and T is one of the types / 3>3>2 t and I 3j3j2 (t = I).
Case (2-5). F consists of two disjoint ( -3)-curves, A consists of two disjoint chains and T is of type / 3 , 2 c >3>2 d with t = c + d.
In the Table 1 , though B b+1 is drawn as if it is reducible, it might be irreducible. The intersections of irreducible components of T and the intersection of E b+l with B b+1 are easily obtained by the above description, the configurations in the Table 1 . By a bracketed number (a), between two local irreducible components of E b+1 + B b+1 at a point P, we mean that two local components meet each other with order of contact a at the point P. By a pair (2, a) of integers, which is written over a cusp Q of a component of B b+l9 we mean that the cusp Q is of type (2, a). Self intersection numbers of components of T are also given. Suppose Q e E b+1 n B b+1 is a singular point of B b+1 with multiplicity > 3. Changing the order of blowing-ups a-s (i > b + 2) if necessary, we may assume that Q = P b+1 . Then the multiplicity of B b+l at P b+1 is equal to m b+l by the definition of mjs. Hence m b+1 = 3 by the assumptions. Then B b+2 = ff b+2 B b+1 + E b+2 , where E b+2 = cr b^2 (P b+l ) < cr£ +2 E b+i . So, B > (<r b+3 . . . a n )'E b+2 and (<7 b+2 ...cr n )*£ b+1 > (c7 b+3 ...(j n )'£ b+2 , which implies that there is a common component in B and (a b+2 ...o n )*E b+i .
Suppose P b+l E E b+l r\B b+l is a double point of B b+1 . Then B 6+2 is equal to G b+2 B b+1 and does not contain the (-l)-curve E b+2 = ^&~+ 2 (F b+1 ). Moreover, each point of E b+2 nB b+2 is a smooth or double point of B b+2 .
The Claim (1) follows easily from the above arguments. By making use of the Claim (1), we can prove Proposition 2.5. The following Proposition 2.6 concerns the existence of surfaces treated in Theorem D, (3), which is stated in the Introduction. We retain the hypotheses and notations before Definition 2.1. We assume furthermore that N = 2 and W=W = P 2 . In this case, Fe|0 p2 (4)|, B is a reduced curve of degree eight in P If K(Y*) = 1, then 7* is a minimal surface (cf. Lemma 2.3) and hence (7*, T) is a minimal log surface of general type. Thus, (7*, T) satisfies all the hypotheses in Theorem D and fits the case (3-1) there. Indeed, we have Remark.
(1) For every 1 < n < 15, we can actually construct a pair (7*, T) (or equivalently a reduced curve B of degree eight in P 2 ) such that T is given in w-th row of the Table 1 . We shall apply the above arguments on (7*, T) to the log surfaces in Theorem A. For these surfaces, the morphism &\ KV+D We end this section with the following result which will imply Theorem B in the Introduction. Proof. Let C be a general member of |J£ F + D|. Then we have 0(C) = (C 2 )+1. By Theorem TZ, we have 1 We are going to find an inequality of the form (cf ) > yc 2 + 8 for two rational numbers y (>0) and 5. This, together with the inequality in Theorem 3.1, gives an effective restriction on the region of log surfaces (F, D) of general type to exist.
In the proof of Theorem C, we shall use the following notations. Let e(-1) be the largest reduced, effective divisor whose support is a union of connected components of D satisfying either one of the following two conditions:
(1) A { is an elliptic curve with (Af) = -1. 
In order to finish the proof of Theorem C, we have only to show that We now consider the case where \K V H-D| is not composed with a pencil. Our goal is Theorem D. We shall use the following notations. equal to p a (f'C) . Note that ^/'(pf-P" -^P^ (N := p g -1) is a morphism onto a surface W.
In Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7 below, we shall use the following analogue of Beauville [1; Lemma 5.5] and its Remark and Corollary.
Proposition 3.4 Let (V, D) be a log surface of general type such that K v + D is nef and $>\ KV+D \ is a rational map onto a surface W in P N (N := p g -1). Let H be a general hyperplane of W and set h = h°(H 9 ® H (H)\ h = h°(f'C, O rc (fC)\ g = g(H) (the geometric genus) and d = deg W = (H 2 ). Then p g < h
Suppose furthermore p g > - Proof. Set Z:=/'(C). With the above notations, <£ |z| : 4(p g -2) . This is a contradiction.
We Theorem D in the Introduction will consist of the subsequent two lemmas.
We consider first the case where p g = -(e 2 ) + -. Set N = p g -1.
Lemma Namely, /i°(Z, Z |z ) < -(Z 2 ) + 1. Consider the cohomologies of the following exact sequence:
and one of the following three cases occurs. In order to prove the assertion (3), we shall consider these cases separately. We claim that h l (V, C) = h°(V, K v -C) = 1. Indeed, considering the cohomologies of the following exact sequence: . Considering the cohomologies of the exact sequence (3.6), we obtain:
Since H X (K K v + D) = 0, we must have q(7) = 0 and p g = 1 + p g (V) .
Considering the cohomologies of the following exact sequence:
we obtain an exact sequence In the following lemma, we shall consider the case where p g = -(cf) + 2.
Set N:=p g -1. 
